
 
Mid-Coast Solid Waste Corporation 

Board of Directors Regular Meeting 

Date:  Wednesday, March 28, 2018 Time: 7:00 p.m. 

Camden Town Office – Washington St. Conference Room 

Agenda 

 
A. Agenda Adjustments 

B. Public Comment 

C. Discussion of Memorandum written for BoD - Guerra was tasked with writing a memo to our 

four town Select Boards on behalf of MCSW BoD recommending deposit of the final distribution 

from PERC contract (expiring on March 31, 2018) into the Jacobs Quarry Closure Fund. A formal 

vote should occur prior to relaying the attached memo to Select Boards. Vote 

 

D. Consideration of Warrant Article – provided by MCSW Attorney, Paul Gibbons proposed to be 

attached to the memo (above) dedicating the distribution to the Closure Fund for closure expenses 

only. Recommend or Vote 

 

E. Explanation for the Board – The Board asked to see the most recent closure cost estimate 

provided by Sevee & Mahar Engineering (SME) and to discuss the differences between closure 

and post closure care requirements. (SME report in packet) 

 

F. Manager’s Update – informational 

 

G. Re-design developments – It has come to my attention that a significant amount of fill material 

will become available to MCSW through the course of the middle school demo/rebuild project in 

Camden. Material will be both earthen material as well as concrete rubble. These materials, 

delivered to the site, may represent significant savings in constructing the design of transfer 

building most preferred that was not evaluated in the W&C study because of expected cost.  

W&C has proposed to evaluate the new scenario for $4,900.  

 

H. Financials 

 

I. Executive Session to discuss potential interest in property pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A § 

405(6)(C).  

 

J. Based on Executive Session discussion- Vote 

 

K. Next meetings – BoD and Design Committee 

 

L. Adjourn 

 

 



 

Manager’s Notes 

 

E. Explanation for the Board – Closure costs verses post closure care. Our DEP 

regulations are generally written for “sited” or designed landfills. This is an 

instance where the Jacobs’ Quarry operation departs from a typical landfill. An 

engineered closure itself is all about minimizing water infiltration into the waste 

mass and managing the generation of landfill gasses. The fact that the landfill is in 

a water-filled, bedrock quarry is atypical and required an additional solution for 

closure in order to stop the rapid flow of water from the north into the waste-filled 

south end. The fact that there is additional benefit post closure resulting from this 

effort is beside the point as the closure effort is required to minimize leachate 

production.   

 

Typically, post-closure care monitors groundwater quality, maintains cover 

integrity and gas and stormwater collection systems for at least thirty years. 

Typical landfills cease generating leachate at a recoverable rate over time as long 

as the cover is maintained. Because water is very likely to seep into the waste mass 

through bedrock seams, leachate collection and treatment will always be a 

consideration for this landfill post-closure.  

 

At least for the past ten years the BoD has focused on shrinking the post-closure 

costs to a point where the necessary funds could be raised each year. At this point, 

post-closure care is down to about $80,000 per annum. (Please refer to SME report 

attached. Closure cost analyses begins about half way through the .pdf) 

 

F. Managers Update –  

 1.) All four towns approved the bag fee hike 

 2.) School demo project keeps sending info out in fits and starts. After being 

informed that nothing is happening this summer it has been suggested that up to 

20,000 cu yds of earthen cut material will need a home as well as perhaps a small 

portion of the existing school. Camden Town Manager and I are working together 

on the earthen material as we both may have projects that would benefit from this 

material. 

 3.) I wrote a “spec sheet” for incoming material for the school project with 

pricing considerations I wish to discuss with the BoD. Spec Sheet is attached to 

this packet. I have spoken to the DEP with regard to accepting material from the 

school project and they appreciate the angle we are taking. 

 4.) The $55,000 “surity” distribution from the MRC has been delivered to 

each of our towns. The $72,000 “put option” distribution has been deposited in a 

separate account to allow ready tracking of interest. Hope has had their share 

delivered to them.  



 5.) I attended interviews of three investment advisors with a specialty in 

municipalities. Once Camden decides who they will use, we can have a 

presentation to see if we wish to do the same. Using the same investment group 

would provide more seamless fund management for us, possibly at a lower cost. 

Certainly the closure fund but perhaps other reserves as well could be better placed 

to accrue interest. 
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To: The Select Boards of Camden, Rockport, Lincolnville and Hope 
From: The Board of Directors, Mid-Coast Solid Waste 
Date: March 28, 2018 
Re: Distributions to MCSWC and its members from end of contracts with PERC.  
 

 
As you may know, just prior to the incorporation of MCSWC in the early 1990’s, each of our four 
member towns individually contracted with the Penobscot Energy Recovery Corporation (PERC) for the 
disposal of municipal solid waste (MSW). The Municipal Review Committee (MRC) was created as a 
result of a very difficult start-up period followed by changes in ownership of the PERC facility and the 
power purchase agreement with the local electric utility.  The MRC was charged by member towns with 
overseeing the municipal contracts and PERC’s performance.  As a result of the MRC’s efforts, each of 
the original member towns that committed their MSW as fuel to PERC collectively became Equity 
Charter Members owning just under 25% of the facility. MCSW has long had representation on the MRC 
Board either by Town or Facility Managers or Town Administrator, most notably Skip Day of Lincolnville.  
 
As of March 31, 2018, all of our four town’s contracts end with PERC.  This has also brought about the 
end of our involvement with the MRC.  The ends of these contractual relationships trigger the 
distribution of significant funds to the Equity Charter Members departing the MRC and PERC on April 1 
of this year.  
 
The purpose of this memo is to identify the sources of each distribution and presents a case for 
depositing the bulk of these funds in the Jacobs Quarry Closure Reserve which will finance the closure of 
MCSWC’s construction and demolition debris (CDD) landfill remediation project; for which all four towns 
have liability. Disbursements from the PERC contract unwinding have been or will be mailed to MCSWC 
and directed according to, awaiting each town’s decision. 
 
There are three rounds of distributions resulting from unwinding this relationship. The first 
disbursement to our four towns collectively was for $55,121.69 and results from a $1.33 million account 
set up to secure a loan received by the PERC Partners which is now paid. The Board of Directors MCSWC, 
on February 28th, 2018, voted to send these funds back to our member towns apportioned based on 
population and town valuation (the same way the MCSWC budgetary assessment to the tax base is 
apportioned between the four member towns).  
 
The second disbursement required action on the part of each town’s legislative bodies last year because 
it entailed the sale of shares in the plant owned by the Equity Charter Towns. The collective value of this 
sale is $72,443.15. While all four towns approved the sale of the shares, Camden, Rockport and 
Lincolnville went further and designated that the funds go towards the closure of the Jacobs Quarry 



landfill while Hope did not.  The funds directed toward closure will be credited to the three towns and 
placed in a separate closure account to allow proper tracking of interest.  
 
The third & final disbursement is expected to be distributed in August of this year and its source, the Tip 
Fee Stabilization Fund, was created by the MRC in 1998. The largest part of this fund was generated by 
the sale of Bangor Hydro stock held by Equity Charter Members when it was purchased by EMERA. The 
collective distribution to MCSWC should be about $1.2million. It is the recommendation of the majority 
of the Board of MCSWC that these funds be deposited in the dedicated Closure Reserve for the Jacobs 
Quarry Landfill as a means of minimizing or completely eliminating the liability of closure to our 
individual member towns. This would have a significant positive impact on the ability to bond projects 
for MCSW as well as its four member towns. 
 
Landfill Liability  
The Jacobs Quarry Landfill, as most of you know, is most accurately regarded as a remediation project 
operating under a Consent Agreement with the Department of Environmental Protection signed by all 
five parties in April of 1993. Since at least the 1940’s various wastes were disposed of in the water filled 
limestone quarry which operated over the previous century. At the time of DEP intervention in the 
1980’s, contaminated water was overflowing the quarry system with purported impact to nearby Lily 
Pond. The DEP also felt that groundwater flowing through the quarry system was also being negatively 
impacted. While there is no indication of groundwater impact, it is difficult to prove otherwise beyond a 
shadow of a doubt in such a bedrock situation. As part of the Consent Agreement, MCSWC agreed to fill 
the remainder of the quarry with CDD only, develop and fund a reserve designated for closure and, 
finally, to properly close it out and treat remaining leachate generated in perpetuity. 
 
Since 2008 MCSWC management and Board of Directors have maintained focus on augmenting passive 
means to manage leachate by doing things like applying intermediate cover to areas already at grade. 
This also enabled the installation of a stormwater collection system diverting significant volumes of 
clean water away from the waste, to exit north of the facility further reducing leachate treatment. A 
third and significant benefit of these efforts was that it made the installation of expensive ($500,000) 
phosphorus treatments in the south of the facility required by the DEP, unnecessary. The intermediate 
cover and stormwater diversion cost approximately $300,000. Recently, MCSWC completed a project to 
minimize the flow of water from the northern end of the quarry to the waste filled southern end further 
advancing the facility towards an efficient closure since cutting off water infiltration is the primary 
intention of closure. Because of its integral role in final closure, closure funds were used for this project 
and the DEP agreed with this position. Together these steps have already significantly reduced leachate 
production and bode well for minimized, long term pumping.  
 
Final closure of the landfill is estimated to occur within the next five to seven years. MCSWC, its 
consultants and the DEP will work together to provide the best closure method.  Current estimate for 
closure is $2.4 million with 30 years of post closure care estimated at an additional $2.4million. The 
closure estimate tends to rise each year with inflation and changes in regulation as new technologies 
become preferred.  However, recent projects have driven post closure care costs downward 
significantly. While MCSWC has been annually funding the actual closure reserve, it is anticipated that 
post closure care will be raised each year after closing, at a rate of roughly $80,000 per year.  By the end 
of FY 18, the closure account will have approximately $1.5 million.  
 
Given the costs involved in the Jacobs Quarry Landfill closure and the funds currently in reserves for this 
purpose, the Board of Directors of MCSW by majority recommends the final distribution from PERC be 
deposited into the Jacobs Quarry Landfill Closure account.  With such a deposit, it is expected that a 
legal instrument be put in place instructing all future Boards of the intended disposition of these 



dedicated funds. Such a document would require participation of the legislative bodies of each our four 
member towns. A warrant to this effect is attached to this memo for your consideration.  
 
With funding of closure behind us, MCSWC and its member towns could then consider facility 
improvements aimed at lowering our long term operational costs well into the future.  This will become 
a particular imperative once the landfill is closed and the facility becomes 100% transfer.   



 

PROPOSED WARRANT ARTICLE 

To see if the Town will vote to expend $ xxxx.xx ,being all the funds 
received from the Withdrawal Agreement with the Municipal Review 
Committee Inc., for the Mid-Coast Solid Waste Closure Fund of the 
transfer facility in Rockport, Maine, and to authorize the Selectmen 
to enter into a written agreement with the member communities of 
the Mid-Coast Solid Waste Corporation that provides that funds 
deposited into the Closure fund cannot be spent for any other 
purpose without the express written approval of the Selectmen of 
the Towns of Camden, Rockport, Lincolnville and Hope. 
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DRAFT 
 
Spec Sheet for School Demolition Project  
 
Mid Coast Solid Waste (MCSW) Facility can accommodate the demolition debris 
material from the S.A.D. 28 Middle School project proposed to occur in 2019 under 
certain parameters. This document is intended to provide specific scenarios for the use 
of this facility. It requires mention that under all scenarios, a high level of dependable 
communication is required for this effort to be successful. Since at least one scenario 
will require MCSW to hire a contractor and prepare a disposal area, hauling period and 
volume info is paramount. With good planning and communication MCSW feels 
confident it can accept the projects related demolition while minimizing impact to the 
community at large. Prior to any material arriving at the facility from this project, a letter 
certifying that the structure has undergone proper asbestos abatement prior to 
demolition shall be provided to MCSW management.  
 
Scenario 1. 
 
The CDD landfill includes at least one area that has subsided significantly since 
intermediate cover was placed which is capable of accepting up to 3,500 yards of 
material. To accommodate this, MCSW proposes to operate an area specifically for the 
school demo project, would hire a contractor to remove the cover material, level, grade 
and compact incoming CDD material from the school, replace the cover, loam and seed 
the area. The CDD material acceptable for this operation would be concrete rubble with 
no protruding rebar fitting the size range of 1 foot minus.  A price less than $100 per ton 
can be worked out to reflect the effort in achieving the spec while also paying for the 
extra operation at the facility. (BoD – a yard of concrete is roughly 4,000 lbs. At 5,000 
yards calculated concrete, that’s approximately 10,000 tons. Even if we charge $50/ton, 
it quickly adds up and we are not losing calculated space in this scenario)  
 
Scenario 2.  
 
MCSW is considering a facility redesign which could readily provide a disposal area for 
6 inch minus material without exposed rebar. If material could be generated to fit this 
spec and delivered to the facility for stockpile, an even lower fee could be calculated. 
(BoD – we could even charge zero. For that matter, if the smaller material was screened 



out for use in our construction , the material could be split between the landfill and the 
new facility) 
 
Scenario 3.  
 
Material with exposed rebar will not be accepted.  
 
Material over two feet minus without exposed rebar will be accepted at a rate of $100 
per ton.  
 
 
General. 
 
MCSW does not accept metal in the landfill. 
 
MCSW does accept wood wastes shown not to contain lead (either unpainted or tested) 
or extraneous metal (fasteners are ok) at $60 per ton. 
 
MCSW will require certification that all asbestos abatement has been carried out to 
completion and that no remaining asbestos containing materials are to be disposed at 
its site.  
   








































